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Cyril, almost 12, has only one plan: to find the father who left him temporarily in a children's home.

By chance he meets Samantha, who runs a hairdressing salon and agrees to let him stay with her at weekends.

Cyril doesn't recognize the love Samantha feels for him, a love he desperately needs to calm his rage.
**An interview with Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne**

**How did “The Kid with a Bike” come about?**

**Luc:** We’d had the story in our heads for a long time: a woman who helps a boy emerge from the violence that holds him prisoner. The first image was this kid, this ball of nerves, pacified and soothed thanks to another human being.

**Jean-Pierre:** First we imagined Samantha as a doctor but we changed our minds and decided she was going to be a hairdresser, settled in her neighbourhood for a long time.

**The film is very moving without ever falling into sentimentality.**

**Jean-Pierre:** Thank goodness!

**Luc:** We were adamant that the audience would never find out why Samantha is drawn to Cyril. We didn’t want psychological explanations. We didn’t want the past to explain the present. We wanted the audience to think: “She is doing this!” Which is plenty already.

**Cyril is always on the move. He’s restless.**

**Jean-Pierre:** Yes, he’s often on his bike... This kid without any ties runs after love without knowing it.


**Luc:** We are all “sons of” and “daughters of”...

**Jean-Pierre:** Society makes stars of the individual. Perhaps it’s as a reaction to this that we keep coming back to the notion of a link. Even if it isn’t always biological, as with Samantha and Cyril...

**Despite the violence of Cyril’s story the film has a bright side.**

**Jean-Pierre:** Yes, we have tried to find some fluidity, something tangible in the direction. We filmed in the summer, which is a first for us.

**Is kindness difficult to film?**

**Luc:** On the face of it, evil is always more exciting (laughs). It was very important that we shouldn’t portray a clichéd kindness, of course, but that we stick as closely as possible to this feeling of openness and exchange.

**Jean-Pierre:** Filming a character who has someone else’s best interests at heart hasn’t often happened to us. Shooting in the summer helped us give the film a certain brightness and softness. And Cécile de France conveys these qualities naturally.

**It’s unusual for you to work with renowned actors.**

**Luc:** Nothing was programmed. We never write with a specific actor in mind. As soon as we finished the screenplay we started to think about actresses and about Cécile first. With her we knew we’d avoid all psychology… that her body and her face were enough. We gave her the screenplay and she accepted right away. She asked us a few questions regarding the motivations of her character. We told her Samantha was there, end of story. She trusted us.

**She seems to have rediscovered her Belgian accent...**

**Jean-Pierre:** Yes! We were very careful with the accent. We didn’t want the “the French actress has arrived!” effect. Cécile is Belgian, let’s not forget that. She grew up not too far from where the film takes place, in the Meuse Valley, but her accent is slight and we didn’t want to overemphasize it.

**How did you find Thomas Doret, the boy who plays Cyril and is almost always on screen?**

**Jean-Pierre:** The usual way when you’re looking for actors of his age: we put an ad in the papers then held a casting of about a hundred kids. Thomas came on the first day, he was the fifth one we saw and it clicked right away.

**Luc:** Right from the start we were struck by the expression in his eyes, his stubborn air, his look of concentration...

**Jean-Pierre:** He also had an astonishing ability to learn his lines... and he had a lot of them. From the first tests - which in fact are the opening scene of the film - we felt that he was the character. He had an intuitive understanding of his part. Something immediately accurate and poignant, without ever snivelling.

**Luc:** He was the only one who was there consistently during the six weeks of rehearsal. He found himself in the position of leader! He already knew all the scenes by heart even though we hadn’t yet asked him at that stage. And when he got it wrong, he’d get really mad. Thomas is a brown belt in karate! It helps him with his concentration and his memory.
Two of your regulars also make an appearance: Olivier Gourmet, and Jérémie Renier, in the difficult role of the father.

**Luc:** Olivier just pops in, we had to find something for him to do! (laughs) We proposed him three options and he chose to play the cafe owner who serves the beers. It's only a small scene but it's important to us that he's there.

**Jean-Pierre:** Jérémie's part is meatier. Once he finished reading the screenplay and discovered his character he immediately told us that we'd found yet another lovely part for him to play! (laughs) But he plays the nice guys in other people's films so...

**How did you write the screenplay? How long did it take?**

**Jean-Pierre:** One year in all, with a few breaks. But we had discussed it at length beforehand.

**Luc:** We start with one character, one situation, and we make notes on everything that we find interesting. Then comes the structure, then a first draft, then another, then another... It takes us months.

**And the shoot?**

**Luc:** 55 days. With short nights. But we never worked after 1:30am... maybe once. We were filming with a 13-year-old boy. We were very prepared. We've never rehearsed so much before a shoot.

**In “The Kid with a Bike” there's a city but also the forest that borders it...**

**Luc:** We imagined a geographical triangle for this film: the city, the forest and the gas station. The forest is a place of dangerous attractions for Cyril, the place where he can learn how to become a crook. The city embodies the past with his father, and the present with Samantha. The gas station is a place of transition, where the plot takes numerous new turns.

**Jean-Pierre:** We wanted to construct the film as a kind of fairytale, with baddies who make the boy lose his illusions, and Samantha, who appears as a kind of fairy. For a short while we even thought of calling the film “A Fairytale For Our Times”.

**For once you use music, even though sparingly...**

**Luc:** It's very rare in our films and we hesitated for a long time. In a fairytale there has to be a development, with emotions and new beginnings. It seemed to us that music, at certain points, could act like a calming caress for Cyril.

You're back in Cannes again, where you have already won two Palmes d'Or (“for Rosetta” in 1999 and “The Child” in 2005). What does the festival mean to you?

**Jean-Pierre:** It's very important that we show our films here. It's lovely to come back each time. We love the adrenalin rush that you only get in Cannes.

**Luc:** Our cinema owes a lot to this festival. Our story continues here, a happy one so far...
Interview with Cécile de France

What was your first reaction once you finished reading the screenplay of “The Kid with a Bike”?

The Dardennes write so well that I immediately saw the film... The power of simplicity is what best defines their work. This story of a young boy who wants to find his father needs no demonstrative effect. The intensity is subterranean; it rests on suggestion. The cinema of the two brothers doesn’t give lessons, it refuses black and white interpretation and emotional blackmail. The screenplay was proof of that. And I just loved it.

How did the brothers present Samantha to you?

They don’t like psychological explanations. Samantha is benevolent, radiant, but the Dardennes immediately made it clear to me that I should never overdo it in the sweetness department! They told me this film was a kind of modern fairy tale and that my job was to represent a woman who is a mixture of kindness and strength and whose motivations remain unknown. At first Cyril isn’t so much attracted by Samantha as by the possibility she offers of finding his father. Cyril is the central character. Samantha is at his service. And I had to serve the story.

Frustrating?

Absolutely not! I like to be of service! And I really liked the fact that I had to forget certain actors’ habits. I had to put my ego aside. With the Dardennes anyway, you have to put aside all forms of nonsense. Forget all about an “actor's performance!” Belgians have a “No to glamour!” attitude. “No to the star system!”, “All for the story!”. That’s fine by me.

Have you wanted to work with them for a long time?

Yes. I love the way they show real life and our society. The Dardenne Brothers are Belgium! They film our country with such subtlety. I was truly honoured that they invited me into their world. The more singular the directors’ world is, the more it enriches me.

Did you get much from the month of preparation before shooting?

A huge amount! Actors always want to fight for their character, to make the most of them. I would have tended to make Samantha sweeter. The rehearsals allowed the brothers to help me play down the maternal side. It was all about developing neutrality... a lot of work. We rehearsed for over a month, on the actual sets, in costume. No comparison with the handful of read-throughs I’m used to. The brothers enjoy searching and like to take their time. And I liked that too.

How did you find working with your co-star Thomas Doret, who is only 13?

The Dardenne brothers are really good at making everyone feel equal. I never felt like the “experienced actor”. Thomas spent even more time than me rehearsing so in fact he was ahead of the game. His being new at acting gave him some advantages. He was able to find the spontaneity of his character much quicker than I. He didn’t have to erase his previous experiences.

Has this experience changed the way you look at cinema?

Restraint is much more a part of my range now. I want to continue to create and invent but learning how not to do so was such a rich experience.

Here you are in competition in Cannes again...

The first time was in 2006 for “The Singer” by Xavier Giannoli. I have such fond memory of that giant screen, the atmosphere... I’m particularly proud to come back to Cannes for “The Kid with a Bike” which is part of a cinema genre I love most of all. A film that helps us understand the world we live in does us good.
Born December 1996, THE KID WITH A BIKE is his first screen appearance.
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